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ABSTRACT
Horvath, Matthew S. , M.S.Egr, Department of Electrical Engineering, Wright State University,
2012 .Extensions of Polar Format Scene Size Limits to Squinted Geometries.
The Polar Format Algorithm (PFA) is an often used algorithm to image synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) phase history data. The algorithm relies on a far-field approximationwherein the curved
wavefront of the transmitted pulses is approximated as a planar wavefront,introducing spatially
variant phase errors in the phase history. While allowing for faster image formation compared to
more exact imaging algorithms such as convolution backprojection, these phaerrors lead to the
distortion and defocus of point targets, degrading the quality of the resulting imaged scene.
Historically, a Taylor expansion has been used to approximate the phase errors l ading to dis-
tortion and defocus based on the dominant second-order approximation toa differential range ex-
pression. This thesis extends the previous study of these errors for broadside imaging scenarios to
squinted imaging scenarios. The complications of the squinted geometry requires an additional Tay-
lor expansion process to approximate linear and quadratic terms of the approximated phase error,
yielding the distortion and defocus approximations respectively. These approximations are calcu-
lated based on both the conventional dominant polynomial error (DPE) describ d above and the true
differential range error (DRE). The accuracy of these approximations is demonstrated, after which
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Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging is a powerful tool that can be utilized where other con-
ventional surveillance methods fail. It has a variety of applications includingreconnaissance and
surveillance for defense purposes, natural resource exploration,and environmental monitoring,
among others. SAR systems generally create large datasets that need to be processed to form a
final image. Processing this data can be computationally intensive, and applications may demand
algorithms that can form images quickly. Generally, image resolution is inversely proportional,
while scene size is proportional, to processing time. Fast image formation usingexact methods
usually requires coarse resolution or a small scene, which may not be accept ble. The goal and
motivation of this research is to analyze algorithms that permit a large SAR dataset to be efficiently
processed into a high-resolution image of a large scene.
The backprojection algorithm (BPA) [1] can serve as a baseline for performance relative to
other SAR imaging algorithms. It results in accurately formed images for a vastvarie y of imaging
scenarios. The tradeoff comes in its computational cost which is O(N3) for anN ×N pixel image.
It is noted that many “fast” BPA implementations exist, usually allowing for a specified amount
of image quality degradation in exchange for faster image formation, pre-processing a large scene
into smaller spatial sub-bands before image formation processing, or exploiting the advances in
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distributed computing technologies. [2–5]
The polar format algorithm (PFA) [6] is a long-standing and popular alternative to the BPA.
The PFA allows the use of fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs), leading to a cmputational cost of
O(N2 logN) for anN × N pixel image. However, the PFA relies on a far-field approximation
wherein the curved wavefront of the transmitted pulses is approximated as aplan r wavefront,
thereby introducing spatially variant phase errors and hence distortion and defocus in the PFA
formed image. It will be shown that these phase errors can be approximated through analysis of
a differential range term. The far-field approximation in the PFA kernel can be written using a first-
order Taylor series expansion on the differential range. It follows that the higher order expansions
of the differential range term are present in the signal, but not accounted for in the image forma-
tion algorithm, and this is what leads to distortion and defocus. Due to the factorial decay of the
Taylor expansion, the second-order expansion of the differential range is considered the dominant
error term. The defocus and distortion errors can be corrected, but this is not a trivial process. [7].
Historically, the corrections have been based on this dominant second-order er or, meaning some of
the phase error leading to distortion and defocus will remain after second-order corrections.
The goal of this thesis is to study the effects of the PFA linear phase approximation for squinted
collection geometries. This entails approximating the phase errors leading to distortion and defocus
before and after second-order corrections. Ultimately these approximations will be used to derive
bounds on image dimensions such that the PFA algorithm can be used as is, without suffering image
degradation caused by the far-field approximation. Additionally, by comparing the bounding results
before and after second-order corrections, the scene size gained by applying the corrections can be
determined. This process will be repeated for the conventional dominant poly omial error approach
and a novel differential range error approach, which does not relyon a dominant error term.
This topic has been studied before, however for broadside imaging scenarios and without con-
sidering the second-order corrections. [8] As one moves away from the broadside geometry, an ad-
ditional approximation is required to adequately approximate the phase errors leading to distortion
and defocus due to the variation of a differential range term across the aperture. The contribution
made in this thesis is taking the approach in [8] and extending it to squinted collection geometries
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both before and after second-order corrections. This approach is preferred over the one in [7], as it
isolates the ideal PFA kernel terms from the error terms, which is important when considering the
bounding problem.
1.2 Outline
This thesis is outlined as follows. The remainder of Chapter1 p esents a basic introduction into
the types and effects of typical SAR phase errors, as well as the role ofTaylor series expansions in
helping to analyze the specific cases which apply to this thesis. Next, Chapter2 compares the BPA
and PFA imaging kernels, deriving the phase error introduced by the far-field approximation. This
chapter also shows how the Taylor series expansion of the differential range can be used to derive
an approximation of the phase error at a certain[x, y] pixel in the image. Then, Chapters3 and 4
discuss how this phase error leads to distortion in the final image, how the functions characterizing
distortion can be approximated, and finally how these functions can be bounded to limit distortion
in the resulting image, before and after correcting for the second-orderphase errors. This discussion
is repeated in Chapters5 and 6 for defocus. Lastly, Chapter7 presents a conclusion summarizing
the work.
1.3 Phase Errors in SAR Imaging
In PFA imaging, the location of a point scatterer is encoded in the phase of thesignal. In practice,
many sources of error can disrupt this relationship, and it presents a fruitful area of study of prac-
tical interest to the SAR community. Majewski, Goodman, and Carrara present a comprehensive
discussion of these errors. [9] The errors can be categorized as deterministic or random, variant
or invariant, and linear, quadratic, higher-order polynomial, sinusoidal,or wideband. Each type
of error will lead to a different effect in the image, all undesired. [10] Methods of mitigating or
compensatating for these errors also is, and has been, a fruitful area of study in SAR research.
It will be shown, that the far-field assumption leading to what is often referd to as the er-
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ror due to wavefront or range curvature, is deterministic, spatially-varying, a d low frequency.
Spatially-varying refers to the variation in the phase error as a function ofscatterer location in the
scene. It is the spatially-varying quality that makes expressing these errors in closed form difficult
and compensation a non-trivial process.
1.4 Role of Taylor Series Expansion
The phase error due to wavefront curvature is an ideal candidate foranalysis using the Taylor series
expansion. It is low frequency, varying less than than a wavelength over the course of the synthetic
aperture, and therefore can be approximated well using a low-order polynomial. This has been
known for some time and has been previously investigated by several authors, [8] [9] [7] [6], among
others. However, none of these author’s formally proved the applicabilityof the Taylor Series





For the sake of compactness, the following derivations consider a planarimaging geometry and
restrict platform trajectories to lay in the same plane. This will also exclude anyimage effects due
to lay over or height-of-focus errors in the simulation examples, and allow theerror due to range
curvature to be studied independently.
Considering the spotlight SAR geometry shown in Figure2.1, the scene to be imaged is cen-
tered at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system. A monostatic SAR system isconsidered, and
the combined transmit/receive antenna platform is moving in the +y-direction. Itsposition can be
expressed as the 2-D vector−→ra(τ) = [xa(τ), ya(τ)], whereτ represents slow time.
A scatterer in the scene is placed at an arbitrary position−→r0 = [x, y]. As the sensor travels
along its synthetic aperture length, it periodically transmits pulses, which propagate to the scene,
are reflected off any scatterers in the scene, and propagate back to thesensor. The propagation
times of each pulse are assumed to be negligible, therefore the sensor platform can be interpreted
as being stationary within a pulse. Assuming band-limited frequency domain samples, the output
of the receiver due to a single point scatterer can then be modeled as a pulse delayed by the two-
way propagation time,2da0(τ)/c, whereda0 = ‖
−−−−−−−→
ra(τ)− r0‖ is the distance between the antenna
position and scatterer position. It is noted that the receiver is designed such that a scatterer at the
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scene center returns a pulse with zero phase. This location is commonly referred to as the central
reference point (CRP). Therefore, the received signal can be repr s nted as
S(f, τ) = exp{−j4πf(da0(τ)− da(τ))/c} (2.1)
and
da0 = ‖−−−−→ra − r0‖ =
√
(xa − x)2 + (ya − y)2 (2.2)




a represents the distance from the CRP to the antenna. The
da0(τ)− da(τ) term in (2.1) is commonly referred to as the differential range
∆R =
√





where the dependence onτ has been suppressed.
Figure2.2 illustrates the squint angle convention used in this thesis, which is described as the
angle between the vector from the synthetic aperture center to the CRP and the vec or perpendicular
to the aperture at the aperture center. A broadside geometry is a specific case of the general squinted
geometry withθs = 0. The squint angle is considered positive when the scene to be imaged lies
ahead of the aperture (i.e., the antenna is looking forward to the scene) and negative when the
antenna is looking backward to the scene. The derivation of the scene sizbounds will be performed

























Figure 2.2: Illustration of broadside, positive, and negative squint angle geometries
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2.2 The Polar Format and Backprojection Algorithms
As an exact solution, the BPA provides a baseline for the comparison of SAR imaging algorithms.
This is due to its implementation of the ideal matched filter for a point scatter at an arbitrary location,















whereNp is the number of pulses sampled in slow time, andK is the number of frequency sam-
ples per pulse. The variablesfk andτn represent samples in frequency and slow time, respectively.
Instead of applying (2.4) to every pixel in the scene and thus requiring O(N4) operations, conven-
tional BPA implementations [12] apply a range matched filter first via FFT and then backproject the
range profile via 1-D interpolation to achieve O(N3).
The PFA imaging kernel can be derived using a Taylor approximation of thedifferential range. [8]
Expanding∆R(τ), with respect to an arbitrary scatterer location,−→r0 = [x, y], about the CRP,
































The superscript notation with the order in parantheses is used to denote thefinite-order Taylor
polynomial consisting of the n-th order terms of the Taylor approximation of thediff rential range
expression throughout the thesis. For example,∆R(n) represents the n-th order Taylor polynomial
consisting of the n-th order terms of the Taylor approximation of the differential range expression.
The antenna position,−→ra = [xa, ya] can be written as−→ra = [ra cos(θa), ra sin(θa)], where the
variableθa refers to the instantaneous aperture angle andra is the range to the CRP. This results in
∆R(1) = −x cos(θa)− y sin(θa) (2.6)







leading to the form of the PFA image formation kernel. The data is first resampled from a polar
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S(kx, ky) exp {−j (xkx + yky)} . (2.7)
2.3 Error Due to Wavefront Curvature
It follows that the higher order Taylor expansion terms of the differentialrange expression contain
phase terms present in the received signal but not accounted for in themag formation kernel.
It is precisely these terms that cause errors when the PFA is used to form an i age from SAR
phase history data. The second-order terms of the Taylor approximation of the differential range




























































































































It has been shown that, given an approximation of the distortion and defocus seen at some[x, y]
coordinate, it can be removed in post-processing. [7] Due to the factorial decay of the Taylor expan-
sion, the second-order terms in (2.9) have historically been considered the dominant error [6,8,9].
Assuming a correction based on (2.9) perfectly compensates for its associated phase error, (2.12)
would be the residual approximation error. By deriving and bounding distortion and defocus ap-
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proximations based on these dominant polynomial phase errors, the error-fr e scene size before and
after second-order corrections can be determined. This approach is termed the dominant polynomial
error (DPE) approach.
An alternative approach proposed here is to consider the exact differential range error. The












Assuming the second-order terms in (2.9) have been perfectly compensated, adding (2.9) in (2.13)





















This approach is termed the differential range error (DRE) approach.By considering the differential
range error directly, and not an approximation, it is by definition a more accur te characterization
of the error, and should lead to more accurate expressions for distortionand defocus.
It requires noting that liberties were taken in reusing the superscript notaion with the order
in parantheses that was described in the previous section.∆R̃(n) refers to the exact differential
range error from the sum of terms through the n-th order of the Taylor approximation of the differ-
ential range expression. For example,∆R̃(2) is the sum of the first and second order-terms of the
differential range approximation minus the actual differential range.
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Chapter 3
Approximating Distortion in Squinted
PFA Imaging
3.1 Nature of Distortion
Distortion is most easily explained using the shift property of the Fourier transform, which states
that linear phase terms in the frequency domain transform to constant offsets in the spatial domain.
S(kk, ky)e
−j[(x+δx)kx+(y+δy)ky)] F→ s(x− δx, y − δy) (3.1)
Examining the PFA kernel in (2.7), this is precisely how the[x, y] coordinate of a point target is en-
coded in the phase history. However, the higher order error terms in (2.9) and (2.13) will introduce
an additional linear component, causing an unwanted translation and shiftingtargets from their true
location in the imaged scene. Assuming these second-order phase errorshave been perfectly com-
pensated in post-processing, their distortion contribution will be negated, leaving the distortion due
to (2.12) and (2.14). Therefore, by finding the linear components in the frequency space variables,
kx andky, of these equations, the distortion before and after applying the second-order corrections














Figure 3.1: Illustration of squinted image coordinate system defined from aperture center
for a forward squint scenario
3.2 Taylor Series Expansion with a Squinted Collection
Geometry
The squinted collection geometry complicates the imaging process. Due to the tomographic paradigm
and angular invariance between the spatial and spatial frequency domains [6], the resulting distor-
tion and defocus appear in the squinted coordinate system illustrated in Figure 3.2 for a forward
squint scenario, and the basis vectors describing the spatial[x, y] and spatial frequency domains
[kx, ky] are equivalent. In SAR imaging, range resolution is gained through samplingin frequency,
and cross-range resolution is gained by the movement of the aperture across its flight path. The
antenna pointing vector from aperture center gives thekx basis in the frequency domain. The fre-
quency support ink-space is then defined by the bandwidth of the chirp about its center frequency
in thekx dimension. Taking the orthogonal vector gives theky basis. Motion along the aperture












Figure 3.2: Illustration ofk-space support for a forward squint collection geometry (Not
drawn to scale)
In broadside imaging,ra(τ) =
√
xa(τ)2 + ya(τ)2 is nominally constant, and the variation
across the aperture is due solely to the change inya. However, for squinted collects, the variation in
ra(τ) is not negligible, and this complication requires another first-order Taylor series expansion of
the phase error about aperture center.
Assigning∆R̂ to be a dummy variable representing the result in (2.9), (2.12), (2.13), or (2.14),
for the DPE, DPE with second-order corrections, DRE, or DRE with second-order corrections ap-
proximation respectively and performing another first-order Taylor serie expansion on∆R̂ with
respect toya/ra yields

















where(.)|θc indicates evaluation at aperture center.
The squinted range distortion approximation (δxs) is simply the error expression evaluated at
aperture center. The squinted cross-range distortion approximation (δys) is the derivative of the
error expression with respect toya/ra evaluated at aperture center.
The squinted coordinate system can then be rotated back to the strictly broadside range/cross-
range coordinate system using a 2-D rotation matrix whose argument is the negative of the squint
13




































This allows for the distortion approximations across all squint angles to be compared on a static grid
shown in Figure2.1, rather than one varying as a function of squint angle.
3.3 DPE Approach
Applying the approach in Section3.2 to the second-order DPE, the squinted range distortion ap-










and the squinted cross-range distortion approximation can be obtained by differentiating (2.9) with

























The squinted range distortion approximation results in the terms in (2.13) evaluated at aperture
center
δxDREs = −x cos θs − y sin θs −
√






and the squinted cross-range distortion approximation can be obtained by differentiating (2.13) with
respect toya/ra and evaluating at aperture center to yield
δyDREs = x tan θs − y +
(y − yc)
√







3.5 DPE Approach: with Second-Order Corrections
Assuming the second-order phase error in (2.9) has been corrected in post-processing, the domi-
nant polynomial error becomes (2.12). The corresponding squinted range distortion approximation







































and the squinted cross-range distortion approximation can be obtained by differentiating (2.12) with













































The shorthand notationcθs representscos θs, andsθs representsin θs.
3.6 DRE Approach: with Second-Order Corrections
Assuming the second-order effects in (2.9) are corrected in post processing, the dominant error term
becomes (2.14). The corresponding squinted range distortion approximation results in theterms in
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and the squinted cross-range distortion approximation can be obtained by differentiating (2.14) with
respect toya/ra and evaluating at aperture center
δyDRE+s = x tan θs − y +
(y − yc)
√





























3.7 Comparison of Approaches
As hypothesized, the DRE approach leads to more accurate distortion approximations than the DPE
approach under certain conditions, as demonstrated in Figure3.3for a25◦ degree squint angle with
a stand-off range of 790 m. The plot shows the approximated distorted coor inates of point targets
compared with the true distorted location resulting from numerical simulation. Theresults in (3.5)
and (3.6) are plotted as squares, and the results in (3.7) and (3.8) are plotted as diamonds. However,
as a target gets farther from the[0, 0] CRP coordinate, these approximations worsen.
The approximations also lose accuracy with greater squint angle. This is a logic l result, as for
greater squint angles, there will be more variation in theya/ra term due to the change inra across
the aperture. A linear approximation to a single point at the center of the aperture will not be able
to capture this more complicated variation.
AppendixA presents more examples of these results, showing the DPE and DRE results plotted
on top of the true distortion of simulated data both before and after applying thesecond-order














2nd Order DPE vs DRE: 25 deg Squint, Diamond is DRE/ Square is DPE
 
 


















Figure 3.3: The DRE result does yield a better approximation as expected, however the
DPE result is not far off
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Chapter 4
Bounding Distortion in Squinted PFA
Imaging
Distortion-based bounds describe under what conditions the far field approximation holds, thereby
allowing the PFA to be used for image formation without suffering unacceptable distortion in the
image. Distortion is by far the most visible imaging error introduced by the PFA, and the distortion-
free scene size of an uncorrected PFA image will generally be prohibitively small. Therefore, the
second-order corrections will almost always be applied if a distortion-free image is required, mak-
ing the scene size bounds after correction of more interest than the uncorrected bound. Also, by
comparing the bounds resulting from before and after second-order correction approximations, the
scene size gained by applying the corrections can be determined.
It is important to note, that it is assumed that the distortion correction perfectlycompensates for
its associated phase error. The distortion functions are approximations and may not perfectly model
the actual distortion, and hence there will be some residual error left after applying the correction.
This error is compounded by the approximation error of the next higher order term. For example,
correcting for the distortion based on the second-order differential range expression in (2.9) uses the
approximations given in (3.5) and (3.6), which do not predict the distortion exactly, and therefore,
the correction based on this will leave some error. Plus, there will be additional error from the
approximation based off the third-order approximation in (2.12).
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Additionally, a trade-off has to be made on the direction in which to calculate the bound. The
spatially-invariant distortion component across all squint angles is in they = −x tan θs direction.
However, targets at these coordinates will experience no distortion as thesumed phase will match
the actual received phase. These points represent the peak of the curved wavefront, therefore no
wavefront curvature and consequently no phase error will be present. Normally, one would choose
to bound in the direction leading to the greatest distortion, but the direction of the greatest distor-
tion given by the approximations may not be where the distortion approximationsm st accurately
represent the true distortion.
It can be seen in AppendicesA andB that the approximations are accurate for targets close
to the CRP where there will also be enough distortion to bound. AppendixA shows the approxi-
mated distortion plotted on top of simulated data showing the true distortion. Appendix B shows the
magnitude of the distortion as a function of image coordinate, both before andafter second-order
corrections. Based on these results, the choice was made to bound the scene radius based on the
distortion along they axis in the image. This choice presents a good trade-off between the mag-
nitude of the distortion and the accuracy of the approximation as verified empirically in numerical
simulation.
The bounding results will then give a heuristic or “rule of thumb” on a distortion-l mited scene
size when imaging with the PFA, before and after applying the second-order corr ctions.
4.1 Bounding DPE Distortion
The first step in calculating the bound is rotating the results in (3.5) and (3.6) into the strictly
range/cross-range coordinate system as would be seen in a broadsideimaging scenario. This is not
necessary, but helps to create some consistency in analyzing the distortion ac oss ll squint angles.




















































Figure 4.1: Magnitude of quadratic distortion coefficientsevaluated forθs ∈ (−90, 90)
degrees


















The magnitude of these coefficients is shown in Figure4.1 for a 1-kilometer stand-off range
measured from aperture center. It is evident that thex-distortion term is greater than they-distortion
term for all squint angles, and a target will be pushed out of a resolutioncell in thex direction before
they direction. Therefore, the bound will be calculated for thex-distortion term in (4.2).
The calculation of the bound is as simple as solving a quadratic inequality. Fromigure4.1,
thex-distortion term is a positive quadratic around zero. Extrapolating and replacing they2 in the
x-distortion term of (4.2) with r representing the scene radius, and limiting the distortion to an








r2 −Nδa ≤ 0. (4.3)
This can be solved with the quadratic equation to yield the scene size bound for a istortion-limited
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Maximum Scene Size Predicted From DPE Result
Figure 4.2: Maximum distortion-free scene size given by DPEdistortion approximations
















The above process could be repeated for they-distortion component in (4.2) if separate bounds are
required for each distortion component. A plot of the result across all squint angles for a 1 km
stand-off range scenario limiting distortion to a single 1-m resolution cell is shown in Figure4.2.
4.2 Bounding DPE Distortion with Second-Order Correc-
tions
Under the previously noted assumptions, the bound on the third-order DPEterms will give the
distortion limited scene size after applying the second-order corrections. Comparing this bound
with the previous is answering the question, “How much distortion free scenesize does applying
the correction generate?”
The process is similar to the second-order case. First, the approximations in(3.9) and (3.10) are
rotated from the squinted coordinate system into the strictly range/cross-range coordinate system.
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Figure 4.3: Magnitude of cubic distortion coefficients evaluated forθs ∈ (−90, 90) degrees








































The magnitude of these coefficients is shown in Figure4.3 for a 1-kilometer stand-off range
measured from aperture center. Unlike the second-order case wherethe distortion was greater in
one dimension than the other for all squint angles, the dimension of the image seeing the greatest
distortion component varies as a function of squint angle. Rather than solvi g complicated trigono-
metric equations as a function of two variables, squint angle and stand-offrange at aperture center,
and using the greatest distortion term for each region, a bound will be calculated for each distortion
component.
Restricting the distortion to lie within a number of resolution cells (N ) yields the following
inequalities.
|δx3rdc |r3 −Nδa ≤ 0 (4.7)
|δy3rdc |r3 −Nδa ≤ 0 (4.8)
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Figure 4.4: Maximum distortion-free scene size given by DPEwith second-order correc-
tions distortion approximations forrc = 1 km andδa = 1 m
As before, the distortion is being extrapolated to every pixel in the resulting scene while the bound
actually only holds for thex = 0 direction, therefore they was replaced with anr representing a
scene radius.
It can be shown that substituting the inequality for an equals, will create cubics with one real
root and two imaginary roots. The real root is the only one of significanceto the bounding problem
and leads to the following bound, where the right hand side is the root and isguaranted to be real.














































, for y-distortion component
(4.10)
A plot of this result is given in Figure4.4 for a 1-km stand-off range scenario limiting distortion to
a single 1-m resolution cell.
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4.3 Bounding DRE Distortion
The results in (3.7) and (3.8) are not as easy to bound as the strictly polynomial results in the
previous section due to the existence of the original∆R term evaluated at the aperture center in the
expressions. This represents the range to the point target at aperturec nter which will be denoted as
rt =
√
(x− xc)2 + (y − yc)2 throughout the rest of the thesis. In order to calculate a closed form
bound mathematically as opposed to numerically, another approximation will be used to reduce
this term to a pure polynomial. This will allow the use of the general solutions of polynomials to
calculate the bounds.
To keep the results at a similar level of accuracy compared to the others, a second-order ap-
proximation onrt will be used. If a first-order approximation were used it would cancel out the
first terms in the approximation. Unfortunately, this is the highest order Taylor pproximation that
can be used as it leads to a quartic inequality, which is the highest order polynomial with a general
solution. Higher order approximations ofrt will result in polyomials of order greater than four,
where no general solution exists.
Because the bound will be calculated in thex = 0 direction, the substitutionx = 0 will be
made in thert expression in order to reduce the complexity of the Taylor approximation calculation.
This yields the following
rt|x=0 =
√
x2c + (y − yc)2 (4.11)







Introducing (4.12) in (3.7) and (3.8), rotating to the broadside coordinate system, and settingx = 0
yields the following







































It is noted that thex-distortion component in (4.13) will be greater than they-distortion com-
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ponent in (4.14) for all squint angles and therefore, that is the expression that will be bounded.
Writing (4.13) as a function ofrc andθs, collecting the powers ofy, restricting the bound to
be within an arbitrary number of resolution cells, and multiplying through by thert approximation



























Noting that the coefficient for the first-ordery term on the left hand side reduces to approximately
























y2 + (Nδasθs) y +Nδarc = 0 (4.16)
The solutions to this equation are not trivial, but can be found using the general form of the solution
to a quartic equation of formAy4 + By3 + Cy2 + Dy + E = 0. Note, in this case unlike the
previous, the bounds are not necessarily symmetric with respect to the scen center. They are for
the broadside case, but with a squinted scenario the maximumy value limiting distortion to an


















































2 , for θs < 0
(4.18)
whereA,B,C,D,E are the coefficients in (4.16) in decreasing order, i.e.A is the coefficient of the
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R,Either value forR will work (4.25)
y = −5
6






Obviously, this result is much less succint than the previous approaches and despite all attempts
was irreducible to a more compact form. A plot is included as Figure4.5 for a 1 km standoff
range limiting resolution to 1 m. It is noted that the diameter was the metric used here,du to the
nonsymmetry of the DRE results in (4.17) and (4.18), therefore the radius predicted in (4.4) was
doubled.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of DPE and DRE distortion-free scene size diameter approxima-
tions forrc = 1 km andδa = 1 m
4.4 Bounding DRE Distortion with Second-Order Correc-
tions
Sadly, this case shows the limitations of the DRE approach for bounding. As with the previous
section, the corrected DRE approximations in (3.12) and (3.13) are intractable for bounding as is,
therefore the additional approximation in (4.12) is introduced. As was mentioned, the second order
approximation was the highest that could be used to result in a polynomial whose ro ts could be
found using a general solution. However, because the corrected DREapproach approximation was
based off the second-order approximation of the differential range term, he additional second order
expansion on the differential range term in the approximation is nullifying the squintedx-distortion
component.



















































y2 + rc (4.30)
= 0 (4.31)
The result would have been the same if (4.12) was calculated using an expansion with respect
to bothx andy. Intuition suggests that at least a third-order expansion on thert would be required
to capture the necessary effects. However, this leads to an intractable bounding problem.
This result is not particularly bad if theδxDRE+s distortion was negligibily small, however
that cannot be guaranteed for all scenarios. Therefore, introducing the most accurate Taylor ap-
proximation possible that will result in a bound by a general solution to a polynomial function is
hamstringing the approximation. It will not accurately represent an already approximated solution
making the bound worthless for practical application. An attempt could be madeto bound a higher
order quintic expression, however that problem is likely intractable, and not considered here.
4.5 Comparison and Analysis of Bounds and Approaches
It is evident from the distortion approximation derivations and bounding thatthe DPE approach is
much preferred for several reasons; the required derivatives are traightforward to calculate and the
resulting bounds were manageable expressions, unlike the DRE bound in (4.17) and (4.18). It is
noted that choosing thex = 0 direction for bounding, did simplify the problem although this was
not the motivation for the choice.
Given the discussion in Section3.7, which ultimately concluded that although the DRE ap-
proximations are more accurate, the results are comparable for targets near he CRP. Limiting dis-
tortion to a small number of resolution cells is effectively keeping the approximations in this region,
hence the similarity of the pre-correction DPE and DRE bounding results in Figure4.5. Any and
all accuracy gained by using the DRE approximation, is effectively eliminatedby extrapolating the
28


































Figure 4.6: Bounds demonstrating the distortion-free scenesize gained from applying the
second-order corrections
dominant error dimension, therefore it is concluded that the DPE approach is the preferred method
for deriving the heuristic scene-size limits.
The distortion-free scene size gained can be demonstrated from the results in (4.4) and (4.9).
Figure4.6shows the distortion-free scene size gained by applying the second-order c rrections for
a 790 kilometer stand-off range limiting distortion to a single 1 m resolution cell. Theminimum,
hence limiting, component of the results in (4.9) was used to generate the maximum distortion free
scene size after second-order corrections. Therefore, it is evident that correcting for the second
order effects will lead to an increase in the distortion-limited scene size.




Approximating Defocus in Squinted PFA
Imaging
5.1 Nature of Defocus
Unlike distortion, which had a very simple explanation, the defocus caused by the error due to
wavefront curvature will require slightly more discussion. Examining the PFA kernel in (2.7), point
targets are encoded in the phase history as complex exponentials with frequency proportional to their
position in the scene. The Fourier transform would yield impulse responsesin the spatial domain if
it were not for the windowing inherent in thek-space sampling. This windowing causes these ideal
impulse responses to spread, leading to what is commonly referred to as the Ideal Point Response
(IPR) or Point Spread Function (PSF). This PSF is determined purely by the k-space extent of the
sampled data.
While distortion was caused by erroneous linear terms in the spatial-frequency domain, defocus
is caused by quadratic terms in the the spatial-frequency domain. The end eff ct is equivalent to
convolving the PSF of a point target with the Fourier transform of the quadratic blurring kernel. This
blurring kernel’s width in the spatial domain is determined by the peak amplitude ofthe quadratic
in the frequency domain. [10] The amount of quadratic phase error tolerable is dependent on the
application. Some authors have considered a maximum quadratic phase error of π4 t be negligible
30
[6] while other have allowed a peak phase error ofπ2 [8].
In order to approximate these quadratic phase error functions, the terms quadratic in the fre-
quency space variables,kx andky, of the phase error terms are needed. Like the distortion case,
the goal is to approximate the quadratic phase errors both before and after second-order corrections
in order to figure out a rule of thumb estimate on the amount of scene size gained by applying the
second-order corrections.
Again, a Taylor series approximation is used on the error term, except nowit will require a






where∆R̂ is a dummy variable representing the result in (2.9), (2.12), (2.13), or (2.14), for the DPE,
DPE with second-order corrections, DRE, or DRE with second-order corre tions approximation


























where(.)|θc indicates evaluation at aperture center.
Assigningkx ≈ 4πfc , there will be no squinted range defocus as there is no quadratic term
in kx. However, there is a quadratic component inya/ra and it is precisely this quadratic phase








































The approximated quadratic phase error using the DPE approach can befound by taking the second


















































































The approximated quadratic phase error using the DRE approach can befound by taking the second







































































5.4 DPE Approach: with Second-Order Corrections
Assuming the second-order phase error in (2.9) has been corrected in post-processing, the dominant

















































The approximated quadratic phase error after second-order correcti ns using the DPE approach can






















































































5.5 DRE Approach: with Second-Order Corrections
Assuming the second-order effects in (2.9) are corrected for in post processing, the dominant error



































The approximated quadratic phase error after second-order correcti ns using the DRE approach can
























































































Bounding Defocus in Squinted PFA
Imaging
Like distortion, bounding defocus is of obvious interest. It is answering the question, “Under what
conditions does the far field approximation hold and allow the PFA to be used for image formation
without suffering unacceptable defocus in the image?”
By bounding the defocus approximations before and after second-order corrections, the scene
size gained by applying these corrections can be determined. Like the distortion case, this conclu-
sion assumes the defocus correction perfectly compensates for its associated phase error. It does
not and only approximates it. Regardless, this comparison will yield heuristic or “rule-of-thumb”
bounds given the approximations are accurate, which will be demonstrated.
6.1 Additional Bounding Concerns
In the quest for a compact bound, other factors have to be considered. Recalling the form of the





















where the second derivative can be assumed to be an arbitary function of image position[x, y]
for purposes of the current discussion. This is a shifted quadratic inya/ra. Becauseya/ra is not
symmetric about the center point, the maximum phase error will be greater at one end of the aperture
than the other. For negative squint angles (ya > 0) , the QPE will be greatest at the most positive
end of the aperture and for positive squint angles (ya < 0) at the most negative end of the aperture.





)2 at the point of maximum QPE and having it yield a compact expression.
Despite attempts, no direct solution to this problem was discovered. Utilizing yetanother
























(ya − yc) (6.2)
Substituting this result into (6.1) eliminates the dependence onra and the function does become
symmetric about the center of the aperture. Because the maximum quadratic phase error exists at
the aperture extents,ya = yc ± La/2, whereLa is the length of the synthetic aperture, theya − yc
expression simplifies to a simple function of the aperture length, which was the desire result. The













This is an excellent result and yields a satisfactorily accurate approximationas shown in Fig-
ures6.1 and6.2. Alternatively, the QPE approximations could have been derived with respect to
ya only, which was the initial approach to solving this problem [13]. This result is shown in Figure
6.1for the DPE approach only. The expansion with respect toya/ra with the additional approxima-
tion outperforms this initial approach in terms of approximation accuracy and also yields suitably
accurate approximations compared to the expansion with respect toya/ra without the additional
complexity.
It is also noted that DRE approximations are comparable to the DPE approximations in terms
of accuracy, which allows the simpler DPE approximations to be used for bounding, which is what
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DPE wrt Ya/Ra with Additional Approximation
DRE wrt Ya/Ra
DRE wrt Ya/Ra with Additional Approximation
Figure 6.1: Comparison of second-order maximum QPE approximations compared with
the true QPE
was suggested by the distortion bounding results. Lastly, as with studying distortion, these approx-
imations are most accurate around the CRP and also lose accuracy with greater squint angle, which
is also evident in these plots. The true QPE was determined by using a least squ res approach to fit
the quadratic component of the true phase error in the numerical simulations.















which is the expression that will be bounded.
Additionally, when considering the distortion bound problem, the first step was to rotate the
results from a squinted geometry into a strictly broadside coordinate system. Looking at the spa-
tially varying defocus approximations, they are a function of the broadside[x, y] coordinate system.
Examining the numerical results of the maximum quadratic phase errors givenby the pre and post-
correction defocus approximations in AppendixD, it is evident they are rotating as a function of
38





























DPE wrt Ya/Ra with Additional Approximation
DRE wrt Ya/Ra
DRE wrt Ya/Ra with Additional Approximation
Figure 6.2: Comparison of maximum QPE approximations after second-order corrections
compared with the true QPE
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squint angle. Trying to identify a worst case error dimension in this coordinate system will be
difficult, as it varies with squint angle.
By writing these as functions of squint angle, this complexity can be removed and a dominant
dimension identified in the squinted coordinate system. Applying the transformation in (3.3) allows
the equations in (5.4) and (5.13) to be written as functions of the squinted coordinate system
x = cos(θs)xs + sin(θs)ys (6.5)
y = − sin(θs)xs + cos(θs)ys (6.6)
This eliminates the dependence of “worst-case” bounding dimension on squi t angle and the ex-















where the second derivatives given in the previous chapter have substituted (6.5) and (6.6) and are
now written in terms of the squinted coordinate system.
Based on the difficulties encountered in arriving at succint bounds using the DRE approach
in the case of distortion and the comparable accuracy between the DPE and DRE QPE leading to
defocus approximations, the DPE approximations will be used to bound defocus.
6.2 Bounding DPE Defocus
Examining the results in AppendixD, the image dimension presenting the limiting quadratic phase
error is in thex = y cot θs direction. This is a convenient result as it corresponds to thexs = 0 line
in the squinted coordinate system.
Expressing the DPE second derivatives in (5.4) in polar coordinates, applying the rotation in



























In order to reduce the expression, algebraic manipulation on the above is performed utilizing








whereδa is the cross-range resolution of the image. Then, bounding the magnitude ofthe maximum
quadratic phase error and extrapolating the maximum quadratic phase error in theys dimension to















A series of plots demonstrating the validity of this result is included as AppendixE.
Figure6.3 shows the maximum scene size predicted from this result. The plot was generated
by fixing the stand-off range (rc) to yield a 50m defocus-free scene size using the broadside result
in [8] for a resolution of 1 ft. The final bound in (6.12) was then used to calculate the defocus-free
scene size for each squint angle. Note, that the length of the synthetic aperture is varied to acheive
the required resolution, so it was not constant for each squint angle scenario.
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Maximum Scene Size Predicted From DPE Results w/ Additional Approximation
Figure 6.3: Maximum defocus-free scene size according to the DPE result with additional
approximations.
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6.3 Bounding DPE Defocus with Second-Order Correc-
tions
Because the pre-correction QPE leading to defocus was bounded in thexs = 0 dimension, the same
choice will be made for the QPE after applying second-order corrections. Examining the results
in AppendixD, it is evident that there is a trade-off here. While this choice generally captured the
worst-case QPE before second-order corrections, after applying them i does a good job of capturing
the worst-case defocus for larger squint angles, but a poorer job for small squint angles. Making
matters worse, at0◦ squint the post second-order correction result in (5.13) yields no defocus in
xs = 0 dimension, hence the bound will suggest no defocus for a broadside scenario which is
incorrect. The orthogonal image dimension should be used for smaller squint angles. Choosing a
dominant bounding dimension that consistently captures the worst-case QPEacross all squint angles
is difficult due to the spatially-variant nature of the phase errors, but musbe done to yield a single,
compact heuristic bound, rather than a set of bounds for each scene region.
Expressing the DPE second derivatives in (5.13) in polar coordinates, applying the rotation in























In order to reduce the expression, algebraic manipulation on the above is performed utilizing






whereδa is the cross-range resolution of the image. Then, bounding the magnitude ofthe maximum
quadratic phase error and extrapolating the maximum quadratic phase error in theys dimension to
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Figure 6.4: Maximum defocus-free scene size according to the DPE result with second-
order corrections with additional approximations with pre-correction result for comparison.















A series of plots demonstrating the validity of these bounds is included as Appendix E.
Figure 6.4 shows the maximum scene size predicted from this result along with the before
second-order corrections result in (6.12) for comparison. The plot was generated by fixing the
stand-off range (rc) to yield a 50m defocus-free scene size using the broadside result in [8] for a
resolution of 1 ft, allowing the length of the aperture to vary to meet this resolution requirement
for each squint angle scenario. Again, it was noted that the result in (6.17) incorrectly predicts no
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distortion for the broadside scenario, which is incorrect. However, forlarger squint angles, applying
the correction yields greater than triple the defocus-free scene size.
6.4 Comparison and Analysis of Bounds and Approaches
A couple points of note need to be made regarding the previous discussion.First, due to the gen-
erally intractability of the problem under study, many approximations have been made to arrive at
the above results. It was demonstrated that regardless of these approximati ns, the maximum QPE
approximations leading to defocus are still accurate and would lead to a valid “rule of thumb” result.
The primary problem lies in identifying a bounding dimension that consistently captures the worst
case defocus across all squint angles. While the bounding result did yield a good “rule of thumb” es-
timate, it relied on the heuristic assumption that the distortion at specific image coordinates applied
to all coordinates within an image radius. This allowed a compact bound at the expense of a rig-
orous, but ultimately uncompact, solution. An alternative approach to bounding the defocus would
be to create binary masks on formed images eliminating pixels that had greater than the llowable
amount of QPE. While requiring numerical simulation, it is perhaps the only wayto thoroughly




This thesis investigated the distortion and defocus of point targets caused by the error due to wave-
front curvature in Polar Format imaging. It extended the broadside result in [8] to include squinted
geometries and account for second-order corrections. This required ut lizing a Taylor series expan-
sion on either a dominant polynomial error term, which was based on anotherTaylor expansion of
a differential range term, or the true differential range error.
This process resulted in accurate approximations for both the linear and quadratic phase error
terms, which are responsible for distortion and defocus in the imaged scene, resp ctively. These
approximations were calculated both before and after correcting for the second-order phase errors,
using both the DPE and DRE approached.
It was found that the DPE approach led to approximations amenable to bounding due their
polynomial form. The DRE approximations, although more accurate, had a more complicated math-
ematical form that required additional approximations to bound, if the expression was boundable at
all. The bounding process then required identifying a dominant bounding dimens on which had to
both accurately approximate the true error and capture the worst case, hence limiting, error. This
choice was made heuristically, by examining the results of numerical simulations.This process was
made difficult due to the spatially-variant nature of the phase errors, as well as their variation with
respect to squint angle and stand off range.
The final results give a heuristic or “rule of thumb” bound on imaged scenesize such that these
46
distortion and defocus effects were limited in the resulting image, both before and after correcting
for the second-order phase errors.
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In order to test the accuracy of the approximations, SAR phase history wasdat synethesized for
a grid of point targets for squint angles ranging from−40◦ to 40◦ in 5◦ increments at a stand-off
range of 790m. Image formation was done with a linearly approximated BPA, in order to isolate for
the range curvature error and not introduce interpolation or other unaccounted for errors that may
skew the results. These resulting images will then characterize the actual distortion. The accuracy
of the approximations can then be verified by plotting the approximated distortedl cations over the
true locations. The results are as follows.
Next, the second-order correction based off the results in (3.5) and (3.6) was applied for squint
angles−40◦ to 40◦ in 10◦ increments. These images served as the test case to compare the actual













DPE vs DRE: −40 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 

































DPE vs DRE: −35 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 


































DPE vs DRE: −30 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 

































DPE vs DRE: −25 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 


































DPE vs DRE: −20 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 

































DPE vs DRE: −15 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 


































DPE vs DRE: −10 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 

































DPE vs DRE: −5 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 


































DPE vs DRE: 0 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 

































DPE vs DRE: 5 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 


































DPE vs DRE: 10 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 

































DPE vs DRE: 15 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 


































DPE vs DRE: 20 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 

































DPE vs DRE: 25 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 


































DPE vs DRE: 30 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 

































DPE vs DRE: 35 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 


































DPE vs DRE: 40 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE
 
 

































Corrected DPE vs DRE: −40 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE/ White 0 is True
 
 




















Figure A.18: Actual distortion, DPE, and DRE approximationswith second-order correc-













Corrected DPE vs DRE: −30 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE/ White 0 is True
 
 




















Figure A.19: Actual distortion, DPE, and DRE approximationswith second-order correc-












Corrected DPE vs DRE: −20 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE/ White 0 is True
 
 




















Figure A.20: Actual distortion, DPE, and DRE approximationswith second-order correc-













Corrected DPE vs DRE: −10 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE/ White 0 is True
 
 




















Figure A.21: Actual distortion, DPE, and DRE approximationswith second-order correc-












Corrected DPE vs DRE: 0 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE/ White 0 is True
 
 




















Figure A.22: Actual distortion, DPE, and DRE approximationswith second-order correc-













Corrected DPE vs DRE: 10 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE/ White 0 is True
 
 




















Figure A.23: Actual distortion, DPE, and DRE approximationswith second-order correc-












Corrected DPE vs DRE: 20 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE/ White 0 is True
 
 




















Figure A.24: Actual distortion, DPE, and DRE approximationswith second-order correc-













Corrected DPE vs DRE: 30 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE/ White 0 is True
 
 




















Figure A.25: Actual distortion, DPE, and DRE approximationswith second-order correc-












Corrected DPE vs DRE: 40 deg Squint, Green Diamond is DRE/ Red Square is DPE/ White 0 is True
 
 




















Figure A.26: Actual distortion, DPE, and DRE approximationswith second-order correc-
tions for a40◦ squint angle scenario
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Appendix B
Magnitude of Distortion Approximations
In order to identify a dominant bounding dimension, the magnitude of thex andy-distortion compo-
nents was plotted. The line through these images shows the zero distortion dimension r presenting
the peak of the wavefront, therefore point targets on this line see no wavefront curvature.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure B.17: DPE approximated distortion components for a40◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure B.34: DRE approximated distortion components for a40◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure B.35: DPE with second-order corrections approximated distortion components for



























































Figure B.36: DPE with second-order corrections approximated distortion components for


























































Figure B.37: DPE with second-order corrections approximated distortion components for



























































Figure B.38: DPE with second-order corrections approximated distortion components for


























































Figure B.39: DPE with second-order corrections approximated distortion components for



























































Figure B.40: DPE with second-order corrections approximated distortion components for


























































Figure B.41: DPE with second-order corrections approximated distortion components for



























































Figure B.42: DPE with second-order corrections approximated distortion components for


























































Figure B.43: DPE with second-order corrections approximated distortion components for




This presents a conclusive demonstration of the distortion bounding resultsfor a 790-m stand-off
range.
C.1 DPE Distortion Bounds

























Figure C.1: DPE distortion bounding result for a−80◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.2: DPE distortion bounding result for a−70◦ squint angle scenario



























Figure C.3: DPE distortion bounding result for a−60◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.4: DPE distortion bounding result for a−50◦ squint angle scenario





















Figure C.5: DPE distortion bounding result for a−40◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.6: DPE distortion bounding result for a−30◦ squint angle scenario





















Figure C.7: DPE distortion bounding result for a−20◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.8: DPE distortion bounding result for a−10◦ squint angle scenario





















Figure C.9: DPE distortion bounding result for a0◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.10: DPE distortion bounding result for a10◦ squint angle scenario





















Figure C.11: DPE distortion bounding result for a20◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.12: DPE distortion bounding result for a30◦ squint angle scenario





















Figure C.13: DPE distortion bounding result for a40◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.14: DPE distortion bounding result for a50◦ squint angle scenario



























Figure C.15: DPE distortion bounding result for a60◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.16: DPE distortion bounding result for a70◦ squint angle scenario

























Figure C.17: DPE distortion bounding result for a80◦ squint angle scenario
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C.2 DPE Distortion with Second-Order Corrections Bound


















DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = −80o

















Figure C.18: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a−80◦
squint angle scenario
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DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = −70o


















Figure C.19: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a−70◦
squint angle scenario















DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = −60o


















Figure C.20: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a−60◦
squint angle scenario
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DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = −50o















Figure C.21: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a−50◦
squint angle scenario


















DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = −40o
















Figure C.22: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a−40◦
squint angle scenario
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DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = −30o















Figure C.23: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a−30◦
squint angle scenario

















DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = −20o
















Figure C.24: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a−20◦
squint angle scenario
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DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = −10o
















Figure C.25: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a−10◦
squint angle scenario

















DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = 0o
















Figure C.26: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a0◦ squint
angle scenario
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DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = 10o
















Figure C.27: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a10◦ squint
angle scenario

















DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = 20o
















Figure C.28: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a20◦ squint
angle scenario
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DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = 30o















Figure C.29: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a30◦ squint
angle scenario


















DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = 40o
















Figure C.30: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a40◦ squint
angle scenario
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DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = 50o















Figure C.31: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a50◦ squint
angle scenario















DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = 60o


















Figure C.32: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a60◦ squint
angle scenario
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DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = 70o


















Figure C.33: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a70◦ squint
angle scenario


















DPE with Second−Order Correction Distortion Bounds: θ
s
 = 80o

















Figure C.34: DPE distortion with second-order corrections bounding result for a80◦ squint
angle scenario
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C.3 DRE Distortion Bound

























Figure C.35: DRE bounding result for a−80◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.36: DRE bounding result for a−70◦ squint angle scenario



























Figure C.37: DRE bounding result for a−60◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.38: DRE bounding result for a−50◦ squint angle scenario


























Figure C.39: DRE bounding result for a−40◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.40: DRE bounding result for a−30◦ squint angle scenario





















Figure C.41: DRE bounding result for a−20◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.42: DRE bounding result for a−10◦ squint angle scenario





















Figure C.43: DRE bounding result for a0◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.44: DRE bounding result for a10◦ squint angle scenario





















Figure C.45: DRE bounding result for a20◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.46: DRE bounding result for a30◦ squint angle scenario


























Figure C.47: DRE bounding result for a40◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.48: DRE bounding result for a50◦ squint angle scenario



























Figure C.49: DRE bounding result for a60◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure C.50: DRE bounding result for a70◦ squint angle scenario

























Figure C.51: DRE bounding result for a80◦ squint angle scenario
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Appendix D
Maximum Quadratic Phase Error Plots
In order to identify a dominant dimension to bound defocus, the maximum quadratic phase error
was plotted for each scene coordinate. The lines through these images show the choice of bounding
dimension.
Figure D.1: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a−80◦ squint angle scenario
Figure D.2: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a−70◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure D.3: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a−60◦ squint angle scenario
Figure D.4: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a−50◦ squint angle scenario
Figure D.5: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a−40◦ squint angle scenario
Figure D.6: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a−30◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure D.7: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a−20◦ squint angle scenario
Figure D.8: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a−10◦ squint angle scenario
Figure D.9: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a0◦ squint angle scenario
Figure D.10: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a10◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure D.11: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a20◦ squint angle scenario
Figure D.12: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a30◦ squint angle scenario
Figure D.13: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a40◦ squint angle scenario
Figure D.14: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a50◦ squint angle scenario
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Figure D.15: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a60◦ squint angle scenario
Figure D.16: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected
DPE approaches at each scene pixel for a70◦ squint angle scenario
Figure D.17: Maximum quadratic phase error approximation for uncorrected and corrected




This presents a conclusive demonstration of the defocus bounding results for a 790 m stand-off
range.




















DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −80




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −80
Figure E.1: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE before and after second-order
corrections for a−80◦ squint angle scenario
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DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −70




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −70
Figure E.2: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE before and after second-order
corrections for a−70◦ squint angle scenario




















DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −60




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −60
Figure E.3: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE before and after second-order
corrections for a−60◦ squint angle scenario
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DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −50




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −50
Figure E.4: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE before and after second-order
corrections for a−50◦ squint angle scenario




















DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −40




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −40
Figure E.5: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE before and after second-order
corrections for a−40◦ squint angle scenario
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DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −30




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −30
Figure E.6: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE before and after second-order
corrections for a−30◦ squint angle scenario




















DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −20




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −20
Figure E.7: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE before and after second-order
corrections for a−20◦ squint angle scenario
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DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −10




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = −10
Figure E.8: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE before and after second-order
corrections for a−10◦ squint angle scenario




















DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 0




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 0
Figure E.9: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE before and after second-order
corrections for a0◦ squint angle scenario
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DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 10




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 10
Figure E.10: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE beforeand after second-order
corrections for a10◦ squint angle scenario




















DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 20




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 20
Figure E.11: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE beforeand after second-order
corrections for a20◦ squint angle scenario
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DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 30




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 30
Figure E.12: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE beforeand after second-order
corrections for a30◦ squint angle scenario




















DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 40




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 40
Figure E.13: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE beforeand after second-order
corrections for a40◦ squint angle scenario
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DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 50




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 50
Figure E.14: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE beforeand after second-order
corrections for a50◦ squint angle scenario




















DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 60




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 60
Figure E.15: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE beforeand after second-order
corrections for a60◦ squint angle scenario
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DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 70




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 70
Figure E.16: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE beforeand after second-order
corrections for a70◦ squint angle scenario




















DPE Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 80




















DPE w/ Corrections Defocus Bound: θ
s
 = 80
Figure E.17: Results of bounding DPE approximated QPE beforeand after second-order
corrections for a80◦ squint angle scenario
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